Head for “bd Newton” – follow the way to the “Ecole des Ponts”
Turn right on “bd Copernic”
Walk across the promenade on your left, walking around the Bienvenüe building
From there you can access the entrance hall on your left

Arriving by the RER A train

RER A train – direction: Marne-la-Vallée
Get off at Noisy-Champs
Exit Nr 3 “Cité Descartes”

Arriving by road from motorway A4

Motorway A4/E50
Exit Nr 10 “Champs-sur-Marne – Marne-la-Vallée”
Direction: Cité Descartes
Follow “enseignement supérieur”
Follow “ENSG/Ecole des Ponts”

pedestrian access: 12 bd Copernic
staff car park: 14 bd Newton